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ABSTRACT
Identifying and resolving design problems in the early software development phases can help ensure software quality and save costs. In recent years, scenarios and Reverse-Engineering (RE) have become popular techniques for requirements elicitation, specification building, reading, code generation and producing design documents. The UML has been accepted by the industry as a de facto standard for object-oriented modeling and provides a suitable framework for scenario acquisition using use case and interaction diagrams (sequence or communication diagrams).

In this paper, we suggest a methodology for using scenarios and to apply RE for developing and design concept of the system (Quranic recitation system). This methodology supports the designer in designing, visualizing, documenting artefacts in object-oriented software systems and provides notations and guidance to model both the static structure of the program and the dynamic behaviour of the objects.
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1. Introduction

Scenarios have received significant attention and have been used for different purposes such as understanding requirements, human computer interaction analysis specification or prototype generation, and object-oriented (OO) analysis and design (Booch., 1994, Jacobson et al., 1992, Hsia et al., 1994, Elkoutbi et al., 2006). In software engineering, scenarios are one of techniques used to support requirement elicitation and specification building. Since scenarios represent partial description of system behavior, an approach for scenarios engineering (scenarios composition/merging/ integration or code generation) is needed to produce more complete specifications and skeleton code for the system.

Recently, three aspects have received a lot of attention in OO development: the emergence of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) (OMG, 2007) as a unified notation for OO analysis and design, a growing consensus on use case (or scenario) approaches to software development and the RE as a the main idea to maintain legacy systems throughout understanding the source code by analyzing code to reach the design. In fact, when the design
achieved, any development process performed on these systems becomes easier and new requirements can be added through the design.

In our work, we use the UML that provides a suitable framework for scenario acquisition using use case diagrams for modeling static aspect and for behavioural specification using state diagrams and activity diagrams which are transformed into different forms (automatas, mathematics formulas, Coloured Petri Net (CPN)…etc) and manipulate the RE that is the process of discovering the technological principles of a mechanical application through analysis of its structure, function and operation. It is the process of reading code and producing design documents. We propose a new approach for conception and development the system (Quranic recitation system) as a four activities process elaborating requirements acquisition, deriving formal specifications, user interface (UI) generation/code skeletons from UML scenarios and apply the RE.

Section 2 of this paper gives a brief overview of the UML Scenario, UML diagrams relevant for our work and RE. Section 3 describes the four activities of our process proposed. Finally, section 4 provides some concluding remarks and points out future work.

2. UML Scenario and reverse engineering

Scenarios have received significant attention; It has been used for different purposes and have been identified as a promising technique for requirements engineering. Also, UML covers a wide range of issues from use cases and scenarios to state behavior and operation declarations.

In this section, we discuss the scenarios aspects, UML diagrams that are relevant for our approach: use case diagrams (UsecaseD) and sequence diagrams (SequenceD) and the role of RE in the development of the applications.

2.1 Scenario Aspects

Scenarios have been evolved according to several aspects, and their interpretation seems to depend on the context of use and the way in which they were acquired or generated. In a survey, Rolland (Rolland et al., 1998) proposed a framework for the classification of scenarios according to four aspects: the form, the contents, the goal and the cycle of development (Fig. 1).

![Fig.1. Aspects of scenarios](image-url)
The form view deals with the expression mode of a scenario. Are scenarios formally or informally described, in a static, animated or interactive form?

The contents view concerns the kind of knowledge which is expressed in a scenario. Scenarios can, for instance, focus on the description of the system functionality or they can describe a broader view in which the functionality is embedded into a larger business process with various stakeholders and resources bound to it.

The purpose view is used to capture the role that a scenario is aiming to play in the requirements engineering process. Describing the functionality of a system, exploring design alternatives or explaining drawbacks or inefficiencies of a system are examples of roles that can be assigned to a scenario.

The lifecycle view considers scenarios as artefacts existing and evolving in time through the execution of operations during the requirements engineering process. Creation, refinement or deletion are examples of such operations.

2.2 UML Scenarios

In our work, we have adopted the UML, which is a unified notation for OO analysis and design and offers a good framework for scenarios. Scenarios and use cases have been used interchangeably in several works meaning partial descriptions. UML distinguishes between these terms and gives them a more precise definitions. A use case is a generic description of an entire transaction involving several objects of the system. A UsecaseD is more concerned with the interaction between the system and actors (objects outside the system that interact directly with it). It presents a collection of use cases and their corresponding external actors. A scenario shows a particular series of interactions among objects in a single execution of a use case of a system (scenario is defined as an instance of a given use case). Scenarios can be viewed in two different ways through SequenceDs or communication diagrams (CommDs). Both types of diagrams rely on the same underlying semantics.

Use case diagrams. The UsecaseD in UML is concerned with the interaction between the system and external actors. One use case can call upon the services of another use case using some relations (include, extends, use). An example of the include relation is given in figure 2. This relation is represented by a directed dotted line and the label <<include>>, <<extend>> or <<use>>.

![Fig.2.Use case diagram](image)

Sequence diagrams. A SequenceD shows interactions among a set of objects in temporal order, which is good for understanding timing and interaction issues. It depicts the objects by their lifelines and shows the messages they exchange in time sequence. However, it does not
capture the associations among the objects. A SequenceD has two dimensions: the vertical dimension represents time, and the horizontal dimension represents the objects (figure 3). Messages are shown as horizontal solid arrows from the lifeline of the object sender to the lifeline of the object receiver. A message may be guarded by a condition, annotated by iteration or concurrency information, and/or constrained by an expression. Each message can be labeled by a sequence number representing the nested procedural calling sequence throughout the scenario and the message signature. Sequence numbers contain a list of sequence elements separated by dots. Each sequence element consists of a number of parts, such as: a compulsory number showing the sequential position of the message, a letter indicating a concurrent thread (see messages (m3, m4 and m5)), and an iteration indicator * (see message m2) indicating that several messages of the same form are sent sequentially to a single target or concurrently to a set of targets.

![Fig.3. Example of a SequenceD](image)

### 2.3 Reverse Engineering (RE)

Program comprehension, analysis and evolution is often based on RE of the structure and behaviour of software to visual models such as UML diagrams, and much recent research has been focused on recovering and presenting the structure of programs as UML class diagrams (ClassDs). However, the recovery of dynamic behaviour, and particularly interaction behaviour, to model such as SequenceDs presents many challenges that have yet to be addressed.

The problem of recovering execution traces to UML behaviour (SequenceDs, StateDs…) for OO systems, written in languages such as C++ or Java, has already been extensively studied (Jakimi et al., 2011; Alalfi et al., 2009; Briand et al., 2006). In this work we use RE for goal to present a good methodology that can generate the interaction diagrams (SequenceDs or CommDs) or ClassDs from dynamic applications. Our method is not a perfect solution for all of these issues, but is an improvement to the extent that it delivers accurate results and supports the process of applications comprehension, analysis and evolution.

### 2. Description of the approach

In this section, we describe the overall approach to apply UML scenario and RE for develop a system. The approach consists of four activities (Figure 4), which are detailed below: (i) Requirements acquisition, (ii) Specification building, (iii) UIPrototype generation and (iv) RE. In our approach, we chose to use SequenceDs and UsecaseDs to acquire scenarios for their simplicity and wide use in different domains.
For Islamic application development and design, we can use UML scenarios (scenarios engineering) for developing the virtual learning environment of the Holy Quran. We must build an interactive model that explains the different scenarios of interaction (determine the dynamic requirements, agents and objects in the logical model of the system and facilitate the identification of design patterns that can be used in building design models of the components system). In this work, we have chosen to study the UseCaseD of the corrector of Quranic recitation integrated in an environment for self learning of the Holy Quran (Yahya et al., 2012).
3.1 Requirements acquisition

Scenario modeling is the key technique mostly used in this activity. It is used in OO methodologies (OMG, 2007) as an approach to requirements engineering. The UML proposes a suitable framework for scenario acquisition using Use caseDs for capturing system functionalities and SequenceDs/StateDs for describing scenarios. In this activity, the analyst first elaborates the ClassD modeling the static aspect of the system. Then the analyst elaborates the Use caseD capturing the system functionalities that consists to identify use cases and external actors interacting with.

A scenario shows a particular series of interactions among objects in a single execution (instance) of a use case. We can consider two types of scenarios: normal scenarios, which are executed in normal situations, and scenarios of exception executed in case of errors and abnormal situations (Elkoutbi et al., 2006, Jakimi et al., 2011).

Figure 5 shows an example of a Use caseD corresponding to the Quranic recitation integrated in an environment for self learning of the Holy Quran system. In this Use caseD, we find the actor (Student) interacting with five use cases (Identify, Data-modify, Recitation-register, Evaluation and Recitation-correct (Self-correcting, Automatic-correcting)). There are also several <<include>> relations; for instance, the use case Recitation-register relies on the services of the Identify use case.

Interactions in a Use caseD are modeled using some limited relations. These relations give only a simplified view of interactions that can really exist between services (use cases) given by a system. For example, in the case of the system “Quranic recitation system”, the use case “Identify” is used by four others use cases: Data-modify, Recitation-register, Evaluation and Recitation-correct. Within the relation includes, interactions between the four services of the system are not precisely defined. After executing the use case “Identify”, the student can...
repeatedly carry out one of the three other use cases (Data-modify, Recitation-register, Evaluation or Recitation-correct). These kind of constraints are not actually supported in the UML use case diagram. We think that artifacts provided by the UML standard in sequenceD with some extensions can be used to model interactions between use cases.

3.2 Specification building

A UsecaseD is very helpful in visualizing the context of a system and the boundaries of the system’s behavior. A given use case is typically characterized by multiple scenarios.

This activity consists of deriving formal specifications from both the acquired UsecaseD and interaction diagrams modeling scenarios (SequenceDs). The resulting specification captures the behavior of the entire system in different forms (automatas, mathematics formulas, Statecharts, CPN…etc) (Jakimi et al., 2007; Nianhua et al., 2012; Bowles et al., 2010). We consider separately specifications at use case and scenario levels to capture hierarchy in the resulting specification. Indeed, this activity consists of deriving these forms both the acquired UsecaseD and SequenceDs.

In this activity, we consider three levels in building the system specification: (1) the specifications generation level, (2) the specifications analysis level, and (3) the specification integration level.

Specifications generation level. A scenario shows a particular series of interactions among objects in a single execution of a use case (execution instance of a use case). A scenario is defined as an instance of a given use case. In this activity, for each use case, the analyst acquires the corresponding scenarios into interaction diagrams and StateDs (statecharts). We apply to generate partial specifications for objects participating in scenarios of the system.

Specifications analysis level. The previous activity generates all forms (automata, statecharts, PNs…) with unlabelled scenarios and states. In this activity, the analyst must add state names to the generated StateDs and extend SequenceDs. In fact, our methodology is based on scenario and states names and can also add structural information like grouping scenarios and states.

Specification integration level. In this operation, we aim to merge all forms corresponding to the scenarios of a use case Uci, in order to produce an integrated form modeling the behavior of the use case (integrating many SequenceDs, StateDs or CPN into one form). The objective of this activity is to integrate for each object and each use case in which it participates all its partial forms into one single form per use case (Jakimi et al., 2011, elkoutbi et al. 2006).

In our example, the CPN corresponding to the UsecaseD is derived by mapping use cases into transitions. A place “Begin” is always added to model the initial state of the system. After a use case execution, the system will return back to its initial state for further use case executions. The place “Begin” may contain several tokens to model concurrent executions. Figure 6 depicts the CPN derived from the Quranic recitation system’s UsecaseD (Figure 5) based on the following composition:

\[ \text{[Identify; (Data-modify, Recitation-register, Evaluation and Recitation-correct)*]} \]

(The use case “Identify” is executed then it is followed by an iteration of one of four other use cases).
To obtain a global description of a given service (one use case) of the system or the description of the whole system, an operation of integration or composition between use cases and/or between scenarios is needed. The operation of integration looks like a generalization, where the analyst tries to identify and abstract some common parts in the system behavior. Composition constructs new behaviors from existing ones. This operation (composition) can be applied to different interaction objects like use cases, scenarios or messages. The difficulty of composition comes from the fact that interaction objects (use cases or scenarios specially) are being described independently one to each other’s. For example, in the service ‘Identify”, we can consider two scenarios: a scenario corresponding to the regular identification “regularIdentify” and a scenario corresponding to the error identification “errorIdentify”.

For each scenario of a given use case, we first derive the CPN structure; then the CPN semantic is built by the help of the analyst. The CPN structure is automatically obtained from the graph representing the sequence of messages in the scenario by adding places between each pair of sequential messages (Jakimi et al., 2007; Elkoutbi et al., 2005).

3.3 Prototype generation

In this activity, we can derive from the scenario specifications a UI prototype and code generation of the system. The generated prototype is stand alone and comprises a menu to switch between the different use cases. The various screens of the prototype represent the static aspect of the UI; the dynamic aspect of the UI, as captured in the specifications, maps into the dialog control of the prototype (Elkoutbi et al., 2006). In fact, we can generate UI prototypes from object specifications and develop graphical editors for StateDs and interaction diagrams, to ease scenario acquisition and allow for the visualization of the generated behavior specifications.

Finally, in this activity, we can also generate code from a SequenceD resulting (service) for the entire interface objects found in the system. This activity proposes a methodology to narrow the gap between multiple UML models and an implemented system. The narrowing of a gap is achieved by generating java code directly from multiple behavior aspect of the system. The code generation is achieved by creating a mapping between Behavioral
diagrams basically capture the dynamic aspect of a system and the OO programming language (Jakimi et al., 2011; Aabidi et al., 2013).

3.4 Reverse Engineering

In this activity, we can to get back the requirements or the design specifications from a system. The reason behind this activity is better understandability and aid in maintenance of legacy systems. In other words, it is primarily intended to recover and record high-level information about the system.

RE for the static aspect of an OO system are already available in many UML CASE tools. However, there is a little work on RE of UML behavior (SequenceDs, statecharts...etc). The reason for performing RE is to maintain legacy code. Therefore, it should not be focused on program understanding but on system maintenance instead. This activity aims to provide program descriptions on higher levels of abstractions, such an abstract level could be a program description using UML diagrams. These program descriptions facilitate the understanding of program structures and program behavior and give an extraction of documentation and other higher-level description of software from the code itself.

We will focus the RE of UML behavior for to fully understand the behavior of a program. To build and generate these UML diagrams, we need to capture the systems state through dynamic analysis (Jakimi et al., 2011; Alalfi et al., 2009; Briand et al.; 2006, Flacarinet al., 2006).

4. Conclusion

The work presented in this paper proposes a new approach for UML scenarios engineering and RE. We suggested a new methodology for merging/integration scenarios, generation of UI prototypes from scenarios, code generation and reverse engineering from UML behavior. Scenarios are acquired as SequenceDs that transformed into diverse forms (PN, statecharts, automata…etc) for specification and building of the entire system.

As future work, we prospect to finalize an automatic corrector of Quranic recitation system and the study the possibility of RE from traces of code. We plan to generate UML diagrams from Java code that describe dynamic aspects of this system. We can also annotate additional information of non-functional requirements to the software design description diagrams as well, so that the resulting executable model can be used for evaluating those non-functional requirements.
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